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ABSTRACT
The demand for agricultural land in the Congo basin is expected to yield substantial deforestation over the
coming decades. Although several studies exist on the climatological impact of deforestation in the Congo
basin, deforestation scenarios that are implemented in climate models are generally crude. This study aims to
refine current impact assessments by removing the primary forest according to an existing spatially explicit
scenario, and replacing it by successional vegetation typically observed for the Congo basin. This is done
within the Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO) model in climate mode (COSMO-CLM), a re-
gional climate model at 25-km grid spacing coupled to a state-of-the-art soil–vegetation–atmosphere transfer
scheme (Community LandModel). An evaluation of the model shows good performance compared to in situ
and satellite observations. Model integrations indicate that the deforestation, expected for the middle of the
twenty-first century, induces a warming of about 0.78C. This is about half the greenhouse gas–induced surface
warming in this region, given an intermediate emission scenario (A1B) with COSMO-CLM driven by the
ECHAM5 global climate model. This shows the necessity of taking into account deforestation to obtain
realistic future climate projections. The deforestation-induced warming can be attributed to reduced evap-
oration, but this effect is mitigated by increased albedo and increased sensible heat loss to the atmosphere.
Precipitation is also affected: as a consequence of surface warming resulting from deforestation, a regional
heat low develops over the rain forest region. Resulting low-level convergence causes a redistribution of
moisture in the boundary layer and a stabilization of the atmospheric column, thereby reducing convection
intensity and hence precipitation by 5%–10% in the region of the heat low.
1. Introduction
Biogeophysical interactions between land and atmo-
sphere (i.e., fluxes of energy, moisture, and momentum)
are directly affected by the characteristics of the land
surface (e.g., albedo). Modifying these can significantly
alter the surface energy andwater balance in a particular
region, and hence its climate (Bonan 2008). The Congo
basin hosts the second-largest contiguous block of hu-
mid tropical forest in the world after the Amazon, con-
sisting of over 1.803 108 ha (1 ha5 1.03 104m2) of vast
primary forest (Mayaux and Malingreau 2001). The
principal driver of deforestation in this region is forest
clearing for agriculture (Norris et al. 2010), mainly in
the form of shifting cultivation (Russell et al. 2011).
Because of increasing human population growth rates,
the demand for agricultural land in the Congo basin may
increase by 100% the next 20 years (Zhang et al. 2006),
which is a reason for concern since the farmers lack any
incentive for production intensification (Wilkie et al.
2000). Studies of anthropogenic biogeophysical climate
change are necessary to raise awareness about potential
consequences of unsustainable development (such as shift-
ing cultivation with high population pressure) and facilitate
science-based policy measures in order to protect people’s
livelihood for thenext generations.Therefore, it is important
to have a realistic quantification of the deforestation
impact on the future climate in the Congo basin.
Biogeophysically induced climate change is often
studied using a numerical modeling approach. A classic
approach to quantify the climatological effects of de-
forestation is through the implementation of idealized
scenarios, in which usually all forest is removed and
replaced by a single land cover type such as bare soil or
grass. Early global climate model (GCM) studies on
tropical deforestation solely concentrated on Amazon
deforestation (e.g., Henderson-Sellers and Gornitz 1984;
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Lean andWarrilow 1989; Shukla et al. 1990). The first to
include deforestation in the Congo basin were Polcher
and Laval (1994), followed by many others (McGuffie
et al. 1995; Sud et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 1996; Varej~ao-
Silva et al. 1998; Semazzi and Song 2001; Claussen et al.
2001; Zhang et al. 2001; Osborne et al. 2004; Snyder et al.
2004; Findell et al. 2006). All studies point to a regional
surface warming as a consequence of tropical deforesta-
tion, andmost of them point to a decrease in precipitation.
More recently, regional climate model (RCM) studies
(e.g., Nogherotto et al. 2013) were performed at higher
horizontal resolution (0.508), allowing for an improved
understanding of the atmospheric response to total forest
removal.
Although useful as ‘‘thought experiments’’ from which
a lot has been learned, the abovementioned studies can-
not be considered as realistic projections, since they are
all based on the unrealistic assumption of total forest
removal with furthermore a completely homogeneous
conversion to, for example, pasture (O’Brien 2000; Pielke
et al. 2007). The following improvements are necessary in
order to make the projections more realistic. 1) A first
step is to improve the deforestation scenario: instead of
simply removing all the forest or using chessboard-type
deforestation patterns, spatially explicit scenarios should
be used, which are often based on algorithms using so-
cioeconomic input data and assumptions for the future. 2)
A necessary condition for such spatially explicit scenarios
is an improvement of the horizontal model grid resolu-
tion. 3) Furthermore, apart from the spatial patterns of
future deforestation, the absolute amount of future forest
removal should be within the range of plausible estimates
instead of earlier-used rough assumptions such as a com-
plete basinwide conversion of forest to, for example,
pasture or crops. 4) Given the crucial importance of the
interplay between vegetation and the overlying atmo-
sphere, and acknowledging the great progress that the
scientific community has made in recent years to de-
velop comprehensive land surface models, the use of
a state-of-the-art soil–vegetation–atmosphere transfer
(SVAT) scheme within the climate model is absolutely
mandatory for deforestation impact studies. 5) However,
such an increase in complexity is only beneficial when
detailed information about replacement vegetation is
available, that is, what vegetation type(s) will substitute
the removed forest.
Some of these improvements are already incorporated
in existing studies, such as that of Maynard and Royer
(2004), who complemented their GCMwith the spatially
explicit Integrated Model to Assess the Global Envi-
ronment (IMAGE) 2.2 land use scenario (Strengers et al.
2004), used in, for example, the emission scenarios of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
(improvement 1). The horizontal grid resolution was
improved accordingly to 0.908 (improvement 2), and
more recent RCM studies improved further on this to
a resolution of 0.508 (Paeth et al. 2009; Nogherotto et al.
2013). Paeth and Thamm (2007) and Paeth et al. (2009)
generated future deforestation scenarios using a sto-
chastic algorithm, constrained by deforestation esti-
mates from the Food and Agricultural Organization
(FAO) and demographic assumptions from the United
Nations (improvement 3).
The goal of this study is to quantify and understand
regional climate impact of future deforestation in the
Congo basin, taking into account all above-mentioned
improvements in order to achieve more realism. A high-
resolution spatially explicit scenario of future forest re-
moval for this particular region is used (Justice et al. 2001)
(improvement 1). Model integrations are performed on
a—for this type of research unprecedented—small scale
of 0.228 (;25km; improvement 2). Contrary to assump-
tions such as a complete replacement of forest by, for
instance, pasture, the total amount of forest loss in this
study is situated within the range of plausible estimates
for deforestation in the next few decades (improvement
3). A state-of-the-art SVAT scheme Community Land
Model is used, including all above-mentioned detailed
SVAT features (improvement 4). Finally, the removed
portion of primary forest is replaced by a combination of
fallow vegetation types typical of the Congo basin (im-
provement 5), based on remote sensing data and sup-
ported by field observations (Akkermans et al. 2013).
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
the theoretical background on the response of surface
energy balance, temperature, and precipitation on trop-
ical deforestation. In section 3, the climate model, the
validation data and procedures, and the deforestation
scenario are documented. The present-day climate is
shown and extensively validated in section 4a, while
section 4b presents the impacts of deforestation and
increased greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations on the
surface climate, and explains the underlying mechanisms
for this response. Section 4c decomposes the temperature
signal into different direct (biogeophysical) and indirect
(feedback) contributions of the energy balance compo-
nents. Section 5 situates the results obtained in this study
in existing literature and discusses some important im-
plications for the ecosystem. Finally, section 6 includes
a summary and the concluding remarks.
2. Theory
The biogeophysical impact of tropical deforestation
can theoretically be understood by investigating the sur-
face energy balance:
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sT4s 5 SWi2 SWo1LWi2LE2H2G , (1)
where  is surface emissivity, s is the Stefan–Boltzmann
constant, SWi is incoming shortwave radiation, SWo is
outgoing shortwave (SW) radiation, LWi is incoming
longwave (LW) radiation, LE is latent heat flux, H is
sensible heat flux, and G is ground heat flux.
As described in several numerical impact studies
(Shukla et al. 1990; Dirmeyer and Shukla 1994; Zeng
and Neelin 1999; Zhang et al. 2001; Snyder et al. 2004;
Salih et al. 2013), the change in surface temperature
resulting from tropical deforestation (dTs) is to a first
order caused by a decrease in LE because of lower
evaporation and transpiration. This is only partly com-
pensated by an increase in reflected or outgoing solar
radiation resulting from the higher albedo of replace-
ment vegetation. The resulting energy excess at the
surface is consumed essentially in two ways: first, to raise
the radiative temperature of the surface with a corre-
sponding increase in outgoing LW radiation, and sec-
ond, to create a stronger upward sensible heat flux
caused by the increasing temperature gradient between
surface and atmosphere. This partially buffers the tem-
perature increase at the surface (acting as a negative
feedback) and heats the atmosphere aloft. In this way
the increase in temperature is distributed over surface
and atmosphere, and the energy budget is kept in bal-
ance in the long term. Other feedbacks exist through the
modification of cloud cover, which influences incoming
solar and thermal radiation (SWi and LWi, respectively).
Concerning the impact of deforestation on regional
precipitation, less scientific consensus exists about the
decisive processes that play a role in defining sign and
magnitude of the impact (Polcher 1995; Pielke et al.
2007). Most of the modeling studies predict significant
decreases in regional precipitation; however, some ex-
pect the opposite. These differences have several rea-
sons: first, the sensitivity of the model to deforestation
partly depends on the parameters describing the sur-
face characteristics (Voldoire andRoyer 2004). Second,
models use different parameterizations for convection,
clouds, and the interaction between radiation and clouds
(Polcher 1995). Finally, and potentially depending on
previous reasoning, differences exist in the sign and
magnitude of change in moisture convergence and its
relative importance compared to counteracting factors
(such as decreasing moisture flux from vegetation to
atmosphere). This is shown by Dirmeyer and Shukla
(1994), who demonstrated the indirect and nonlinear
dependence of precipitation change on albedo change,
through the modulation of regional moisture conver-
gence. The observed response of precipitation to tropi-
cal deforestation is also very diverse with a wide range of
results and conclusions (Warren 1974; Fleming 1986;
Meher-Homji 1991; Chu et al. 1994; Chen et al. 2001;
Durieux et al. 2003). Hence, especially for investigating
the impact of deforestation on precipitation, it is im-
portant to include all possibly relevant biogeophysical
interactions and atmospheric processes in the climate
model. This can only be achieved by using a finescale
regional climate model with a state-of-the-art SVAT
scheme.
3. Model, methodology, and data
a. Model choice and descriptions
In this study, we use the regional-scale nonhydrostatic
Consortium for Small-ScaleModeling (COSMO)model
in climate mode (COSMO-CLM; Rockel et al. 2008),
version 4.0, which has been evaluated by Jaeger et al.
(2008). The default SVAT scheme of COSMO-CLM is
themultilayer land surfacemodel known asTERRA-ML
(Grasselt et al. 2008), although in this study the climate
model is instead coupled to the more advanced Com-
munity Land Model, version 3.5 (Oleson et al. 2004,
2008). This coupled model is referred to as COSMO-
CLM2 and is described by Davin et al. (2011), who dem-
onstrated its advantage compared to the standard model.
The Community Land Model is developed and main-
tained by the National Center for Atmospheric Re-
search (NCAR) and has been extensively evaluated by
Oleson et al. (2008) and St€ockli et al. (2008). Akkermans
et al. (2012) compared the performance of TERRA-ML
and Community Land Model independent from their
atmospheric host models for four African flux sites, and
found that the Community Land Model better fits the
observed turbulent fluxes. For instance, the deep roots
of evergreen tropical tree vegetation in Community Land
Model allowed a continuous and high evapotranspi-
ration (ET) throughout the year, as observed, while
TERRA-ML underestimated ET during the drier pe-
riods. Also other parameterizations, such as the calcu-
lation of the surface albedo and lake temperatures, are
more sophisticated in Community Land Model (e.g.,
Thiery et al. 2014a,b), resulting in a better simulation of
the energy balance and turbulent fluxes.
RCMs dynamically downscale the global driving lat-
eral boundary conditions with a coarse resolution to
a regional finescale model grid. Two types of boundary
conditions are used in this study: first the state-of-the-art
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim;
Dee et al. 2011), which is available for 1989–2012 on
a horizontal resolution of 0.78. The second type of
boundary conditions are simulations from a GCM: in an
intercomparison study of VanUlden andVanOldenborgh
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(2006) evaluating 23 GCMs, ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al.
2003; Jungclaus et al. 2006) shows the best performance
with both highest spatial correlation and explained
spatial variance for pressure fields compared to the 40-yr
ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-40), globally as well as in
the tropics. Tanaka et al. (2005) compared intensities of
large-scale tropical atmospheric circulations (Hadley,
Walker, and monsoon), showing that ECHAM5 has the
best correspondence with National Centers for Envi-
ronmental Prediction (NCEP)–NCAR reanalysis. Con-
sequently, this GCM has been chosen for this study.
Archived model simulations are available for the pe-
riods 1900–2000 (Roeckner et al. 2006a) and 2000–2100
(Roeckner et al. 2006b) and are integrated using ob-
served and future projected GHG forcing, respectively.
Because no ‘‘best guess’’ forcing scenario exists among
the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) story-
lines (Nakicenovic et al. 2000), and since it is outside the
scope of this study to investigate the GCM’s sensitivity
to different emission scenarios, the ‘‘medium forcing’’
scenario has been chosen (A1B) with intermediate warm-
ing projections for Africa compared to the low (‘‘mitiga-
tion’’; B1) and high (‘‘fossil fuel intensive’’; A2) extremes
(Christensen et al. 2007; M€uller 2009). ECHAM5 has
the second highest transient climate response and the
fifth highest equilibrium climate sensitivity among 19
GCMs participating in the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment
Report (AR4; Randall et al. 2007). These are indices for
the overall model sensitivity to a given greenhouse gas
forcing and are not related to model performance, re-
liability, or accuracy. The horizontal GCM grid resolu-
tion is 1.878.
b. Model simulations and setup
The COSMO-CLM2 model is used to generate four
climate simulations. First, the present-day climate (1990–
2009) is simulated using reanalysis as boundary conditions:
this simulation is referred to as PRR (for present-day
reanalysis-driven reference simulation). The simulation
is repeated, only changing the driving boundary condi-
tions to ECHAM5: this simulation is referred to as PGR
(for present-dayGCM-driven reference simulation). An
additional simulation for 2041–60, called FGR (for fu-
ture GCM-driven reference simulation), is performed
using ECHAM5. Finally, a fourth simulation similar to
FGR is done, but now with a deforestation scenario im-
posed on the land surface scheme: this simulation is re-
ferred to as FGD (for future GCM-driven deforestation
simulation).
Each model simulation is conducted for a period of
21 yr, from which the first year is considered as spinup
time and ignored in the analyses (1989 for present day
and 2040 for future). Analysis of soil temperatures and
the water table depth indicate that 1 yr of spinup time is
sufficient: domain-averaged water table depth and soil
bottom temperature evolve to normal climatological
values within the first year. Domain-averaged monthly-
mean ground temperatures all lay within 2 standard
deviations from the multiannual monthly-mean values,
except for the first six months of 1989.
The model has a horizontal grid of 210 3 180 points
with a spatial resolution of 0.228 (;25 km) (Fig. 1) and
a time step of 120 s (similar to Panitz et al. 2012). GHG
concentrations are prescribed following the transient
A1B scenario, whereas aerosol concentrations follow
the climatology proposed by Tanre et al. (1984). Given
the different meteorological conditions in the tropics
compared to the midlatitudes, the default configuration
of themodel wasmodified analogous to the Coordinated
Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment in Africa
(CORDEX-Africa) setup (Panitz et al. 2012), with a
raised top of the atmosphere (30 km) and increased
number of levels in the vertical (35). The Congo basin
rain forest is centered in the model domain, and in the
nondeforested reference simulations (PRR, PGR, and
FGR), it is represented by a vast amount of grid cells
containingmainly the vegetation type broadleaf evergreen
tropical tree (Fig. 2a): for instance, within the subregion of
FIG. 1. Model domain (19.698S–19.698N, 3.268W–42.728E; center
at 08, 19.738W) used in this study with corresponding topography
and regions of interest: tropical Africa (AFRC; 178S–178N, 08–
408E), equatorial tropics (EQTR; 3.08S–3.08N, 10.58–28.58E),
northern humid tropics (HTRN; 3.08–10.08N, 10.58–28.58E), and
southern humid tropics (HTRS; 10.08–3.08S, 14.08–28.58E). CRSS
(198S–198N, 18.58–248E) is a special region of interest for which
zonally averaged atmospheric cross sections are made. In dark
green, two administrative districts of DR Congo are indicated,
namely Mongala (north) and Equateur (south).
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the equatorial tropics (EQTR; 3.08S–3.08N, 10.58–28.58E;
Fig. 1), this vegetation type occurs in each vegetated pixel
and covers 69% of the area in the entire subregion.
c. Data for model evaluation
Model performance is tested by comparing simulated
and observed spatial patterns and mean annual cycles
for different climatological variables, listed in Table 1.
Observed monthly-mean near-surface temperature is
provided by the gridded Climatic Research Unit (CRU)
dataset (Harris et al. 2013), constructed by spatiotem-
poral interpolation of temperature recorded by ground
stations. In contrast to satellite-based observations, spa-
tial and temporal coverage of in situ data in centralAfrica
is rather limited. To avoid interpolation-dependent de-
viations, regional temperature averages of both simula-
tions and observations are calculated using only CRU
grid cells containing an actual ground station, and using
only the gap-free time span.
No gridded direct observations of land evapotranspi-
ration (or equivalent latent heat flux) exist. Available
datasets, however, are indirectly derived (proxy obser-
vations), and therefore two essentially different data
products have been chosen for intercomparison and
validation purposes in this study: GLEAM (Global
Land Surface Evaporation: The Amsterdam Model)
and FLUXNET-MTE (MTE is for model tree ensem-
bles). These are respectively based on calculations from
gridded climatological fields (temperature, precipitation,
soil moisture, radiation, etc.) and global upscaling of
observations from eddy-covariance flux towers using
model tree ensembles.
d. Deforestation scenario
The projected spatial extent of future deforestation
in the Congo basin is taken from Justice et al. (2001)
(Fig. 2c). This regional scenario is based on a probability
algorithm driven by the determinant factors explaining
deforestation, being population growth, road density,
logging concessions, and forest fragmentation. It pro-
jects a general shrinkage toward the forest interior and
a fragmentation into three large forest blocks: two in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo (hereafter DR
Congo) and one west of the CongoRiver (Fig. 2b). Since
the spatial resolution of the COSMO-CLM2 grid and the
scenario are different (0.228 and 0.108, respectively), the
scenario is remapped. The detailed remapping procedure
is clarified in appendix A.
Although useful as a projection of the spatial extent of
deforestation, the total amount of forest removal in the
original scenario is likely a worst-case scenario (see ap-
pendix B). In addition, given the binary nature of the
scenario, it is assumed that each postclearing deforested
FIG. 2. Areal abundance of rain forest (percent per grid cell) in
COSMO-CLM2 for (a) the reference simulations and (b) the de-
forested simulation, according to (c) the scenario from Justice et al.
(2001) (percent decrease per grid cell).
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grid cell is completely forest-free: this is not realistic
since many smaller patches of primary forest remain
intact because of, for instance, local topography or soil
conditions. Therefore, the scenario has been modified
with a scale factor in order to match currently observed
deforestation rates in the Congo basin (Table 2). The
detailed procedure is described in appendix B. The re-
sulting deforested vegetation map, which is used in
COSMO-CLM2, is shown in Fig. 2b. The assumptions of
the deforestation scenario and its compatibility with the
emission scenario are further discussed in section 5b.
The amount of forest removal within a grid cell (which
is variable given the conservative remapping procedure)
is replaced by successional fallow vegetation accord-
ing to the following observed proportions, taken from
Akkermans et al. (2013): 5% bare soil, 22% crops, 9%
grass, 33% forest regrowth, and 30% secondary forest.
This replacement land cover is the result of several
shifting cultivation cycles with successional fallow stages
occurring together, hence called ‘‘successional vege-
tation’’ hereafter. Some of these vegetation types are
not by default included in the Community LandModel,
so their parameters have been added to the original
model (details of this procedure can be found in
appendix C).
4. Results
a. Evaluation of the model
1) NEAR-SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND
PRECIPITATION
The overall spatial patterns of observed near-surface
temperature (Fig. 3a) are represented well by both PRR
and PGR models, with biases most often staying below
18C (Figs. 3b,c). The warmest regions are present at
approximately 158N near Goa (Mali) and Khartoum
(Sudan). Over the coldest locations, most notably the
high plateau ofAngola, the Ethiopian highlands, and the
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TABLE 2. Recently observed NADR and corresponding pro-
jection of total forest removal r by 2050 for tropical Africa; r is
calculated using Eq. (B1).
Source NADR (%) r (%)
Original scenario of Justice et al. (2001)
used in this study
0.73 30.6
Potapov et al. (2012) 0.25 11.8
Ernst et al. (2010) 0.27 12.6
Achard et al. (2002) 0.36 16.5
Zhang et al. (2005) 0.42 19.0
FAO (2000)* 0.43 19.4
Average 0.35 16.1
*Derived from the pan-tropical remote sensing survey.
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mountain ranges associated with the East African
Ridge, PRR depicts a warm bias. In the lowland Congo
basin (Gabon, Republic of the Congo, DR Congo, and
Central African Republic), temperature is uniformly
distributed and tempered by monsoon cloud cover (be-
tween 248 and 268C). This is mostly well represented by
PRR, except for the cold bias in northern DR Congo.
Delineation with bordering temperature zones is mostly
well captured, as demonstrated by the 268Cborder in the
Central African Republic (;88N) and the 248C border
in southern DR Congo (;88S) (not shown).
The annual cycle of temperature is well captured by
COSMO-CLM2: for the entire domain, very close cor-
respondence exists between the observations and the
present-day reference model (PRR) (Fig. 3d). Observed
temperature shows a bimodal annual cycle with maxima
during the seasons March–May (MAM) and September–
November (SON), with modeled temperature almost
perfectly matching phase and amplitude of the cycle
(deviations ,0.58C). In the equatorial region, a small
quasi-systematic underestimation of less than 18C can be
noticed (Fig. 3e). A significant model deviation from the
observations (about 28C) occurs in the southern humid
tropics (region HTRS: 3.08–10.08S, 14.08–28.58E) during
the months August and September (Fig. 3g). However, in
this region the uncertainty in the observed regional av-
erage is largest as the regional mean annual cycle is based
on only four stations.
A comparison of PRR and PGR (Figs. 3h–k) is
based on the full 20-yr climatological mean on all grid
cells within the respective regions of interest. De-
viations of PGR are because of the different boundary
conditions of ECHAM5. The model captures the over-
all climatology: the difference between minimum and
maximum monthly averages in PGR is roughly compa-
rable to the PRRmodel, indicating a sufficient simulation
of interannual variability. The seasonality, or intra-
annual amplitude, is slightly too weak in PGR because
of the ECHAM5 boundary conditions, with a small
warm bias during the coldest months [June–August
(JJA)] and a small cold bias during the warmest
months (MAM).
FIG. 3. (a) The 1990–2009 observed mean 2-m temperature (8C) from the gridded CRU dataset (stations indicated by blue dots).
Average difference between modeled and CRU observed 2-m temperature over the 1990–2009 period (model minus CRU) for (b) the
reanalysis-driven reference simulation (PRR; RMSE5 0.308C for AFRC) and (c) the GCM-driven reference simulation (PGR; RMSE5
0.798C for AFRC). Regional mean annual cycle for CRU grid cells containing actual ground station measurements are shown for
(d)AFRC, (e) EQTR, (f) HTRNand (g)HTRS (see Fig. 1 for identification of the regions). In gray font, the number of ground stations for
each region n and the mean relative gap-free time span c are indicated. Annual cycles are shown for CRU (dashed black line). (h)–(k)
Regional mean annual cycle including all grid cells for model output of PRR (red) and model output of PGR (purple). Vertical bars
indicate the interannual variability.
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Precipitation in the COSMO-CLM2 model is simu-
lated with adequate performance, regarding the spatial
patterns as well as the amplitude and phase of the annual
cycle. Generally, biases are smaller than 40mmmonth21
in PRR (Fig. 4b) and the observed monthly-mean
precipitation corresponds closely to PRR (Figs. 4d–g).
The coastal wet bias is a common error in RCMs over
West Africa and is likely as a result of a too strong
convection incitement in off-shore grid boxes induced
by the orography in coastal grid boxes (Paeth et al.
2011). An overestimation of PGR during the wet
season is clearly present (Figs. 4d–g), indicating the
poorer performance of ECHAM5, which is passed
on to COSMO-CLM2 via the boundary conditions. A
closer look at the ECHAM5 model output reveals
higher SSTs (about 28–38C) and more atmospheric
moisture (about 5–10 kgm22) over the model domain
compared to ERA-Interim (not shown), both being
plausible reasons for overestimated convection and
monsoon precipitation in central Africa. The warm bias
in the surface waters of ECHAM5 is clearly demon-
strated by Kothe et al. (2014) and originates from the
lack of sufficient stratocumulus clouds, a common feature
among state-of-the-art coupled models (Jungclaus et al.
2006). A sensitivity study with varying SSTs by Paeth
(2004) demonstrated the influence of tropical SSTs on
monsoon precipitation in this region, with positive
precipitation differences of up to 500mm month21 as-
sociated with an SST rise of 148C.
2) OTHER VARIABLES
Apart from near-surface temperature and precip-
itation, the model has also been evaluated for column
precipitable water (PW), cloud cover fraction (CCF),
and various components of the energy balance (Table 1).
Very good correspondence exists between observations
and model output for PW (Figs. 5a–c) and net LW ra-
diation at the surface (Figs. 6a–c), with only minor de-
viations between PRR and PGR.
At the top of the atmosphere (TOA), net LW ra-
diation (Figs. 5d–f) is equal to outgoing LW radiation
(OLR) and can be regarded as a measure for vertical
extent of convective clouds: deeper clouds result in
colder cloud-top temperatures and hence a less neg-
ative OLR (Kothe et al. 2014). Comparing the two
simulations with different boundary conditions, PGR
exhibits in general a less negative OLR reflecting deeper
clouds compared to PRR, which is in line with the en-
hanced convection and precipitation in this model in-
tegration, because of the ECHAM5 boundary conditions
(Figs. 4d–g). A similar but less distinct intermodel de-
viation can be noticed for the horizontal extent: frac-
tional cloud cover is up to 10% lower in PRR compared
to PGR (Figs. 5g–i).
FIG. 4. (a) The 1998–2009 observed precipitation (mm month21) from the TRMM dataset; Average difference between modeled and
TRMMobserved precipitation over the 1998–2009 period (modelminus TRMM) for (b) the reanalysis-driven reference simulation (PRR;
RMSE5 10.93mm month21 for AFRC) and (c) the GCM-driven reference simulation (PGR; RMSE5 41.34mm month21 for AFRC).
(d)–(g) As in Figs. 3h–k, but for mean precipitation from TRMM (dashed black line), GPCP (dotted black line), model output of PRR
(red), andmodel output of PGR (purple). Vertical bars indicate the interannual variability. Since the satellite-based TRMMproduct does
not contain any spatiotemporal interpolation, the regional averaged annual cycles of observations, PRR, and PGR are shown together.
The gray shading indicates the uncertainty on the observations, as provided by the authors.
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When comparing the reference model to observations,
the too negative OLR in PRR indicates that vertical ex-
tent of convective clouds is systematically underestimated
by COSMO-CLM2, although the annual cycle is modeled
with good amplitude and phase (Figs. 5d–f). Also, frac-
tional cloud cover in PRR is slightly underestimated, al-
though mostly situated within the margins of observation
uncertainty (Figs. 5g–i).
Net SW radiation is generally underestimated during
the monsoon season (months MAM and SON in the
equatorial region) and sometimes overestimated during
the relatively dry season (Figs. 5p–r). This is caused by
a slight deficiency in incoming SWradiation (Figs. 5m–o).
A possible reason could be a bias in optical thickness of
convective clouds, being respectively too opaque and
too transparent. Such a deficiency in optical depth could
FIG. 5. Mean annual cycles during 1990–2007 for (a)–(c) PW, (d)–(f) LWnet at TOA (LWTOA,net), (g)–(i) CCF, (j)–(l) SWnet at TOA
(SWTOA,net), (m)–(o) SWi at surface (SWsurf,in), and (p)–(r) SWnet at surface (SWsurf,net), averaged for (left) EQTR, (center) HTRN, and
(right) HTRS (see Fig. 1 for identification of the regions). Annual cycles are shown for observations (dashed black lines), model output of
PRR (red), and model output of PGR (purple). Vertical bars indicate the interannual variability. The gray shading indicates the un-
certainty on the observations, as provided by the authors.
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also explain the slight negative bias of net radiation at
the TOAduring the wet season resulting from too strong
reflection by the clouds (Figs. 5j–l). In general, these
patterns can be found in both PRR and PGR, indicating
a deficiency in the regional climate model regardless of
the boundary conditions.
Land evapotranspiration or equivalent latent heat flux
(Figs. 6d–f) is evaluated using two distinct data products,
slightly broadening the combined uncertainty range in
which both PRR and PGR simulations are situated. Only
for the equatorial region, a systematic overestimation
of up to 20Wm22 latent cooling can be noticed, which
might explain the slight cold bias in this region (Fig. 3e).
The magnitude of the bias shows some seasonal de-
pendency, with the larger overestimation during the dry
season (JJA) possibly related to the overestimation of net
SW radiation (Fig. 5p) and hence cloud properties.
In general, it can be concluded that COSMO-CLM2 is
able to represent the present-day climate over tropical
Africa well, with the mean annual cycle of most im-
portant climatological features mostly within the range
of observation uncertainty. Furthermore, when driven
by the ECHAM5 boundary conditions, the model is still
able to capture the most important climatological fea-
tures except for precipitation, which is clearly over-
estimated during the wet season.
b. Impact of increased GHG concentrations and
deforestation
1) TEMPERATURE
The warming signal resulting from deforestation is
generally restricted to the deforested area (Fig. 7a). The
average increase in ground surface temperature dTg
over the entire area where (partial) deforestation is ex-
pected to occur, amounts to 0.658C, while specifically the
districts ofMongala andEquateur are projected to be on
average 0.778C warmer (Table 3). The value of dTg is
higher compared to canopy top warming because of the
shading effect (about 141%) and hence, since it better
represents the total impact of deforestation on the
ground-level ecosystem, it is preferred in the presen-
tation of our results. There is a good correlation between
the warming signal and the deforestation pattern (Figs.
7a and 2c), with the majority of affected grid cells in-
creasing by 0.48–1.28C, and occasional local hot spots
with even higher temperature increases (.1.28C).
The isolatedGHG forcing (Fig. 7b) causes an increase
in Tg of about 1.48C in coastal environments and the rain
forest lowland, while the inner continental areas expe-
rience a warming of about 1.88C. This pattern can also be
found in ensemble-mean projections of GCMs by
Hulme et al. (2001) and Christensen et al. (2007). An
even stronger warming is projected for the south of
South Sudan (2.48–2.88C), which is however not visible
in above-mentioned GCM studies and is related to a
local small-scale dynamically driven precipitation de-
crease, with a corresponding change in the energy bal-
ance (not shown). Our results indicate that the warming
caused by enhanced GHG concentrations is about 2
times larger than the warming caused by deforestation
(0.658 versus 1.478C in all affected grid cells, and 0.778
versus 1.498C in Mongala and Equateur; see Table 3).
Taking into account both forcings, projections for an-
nual average warming between present-day and 2041–60
can locally reach 38C (Fig. 7c) with hot spot regions in
heavily deforested areas and in southern Sudan.
Some areas such as the coastal region and the eastern
forest border are characterized by a lower deforestation-
induced surface warming (Fig. 7a), even if they have
a high deforestation intensity (Fig. 2c). This indicates
that the amount of deforestation is not the only decisive
factor to impact Tg. The differences are correlated with
the spatial pattern of deforestation-induced decrease in
FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for (a)–(c) LWnet at surface (LWsurf,net) during 1990–2007 and (d)–(f) LE during 2001–09.
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LE (not shown), which is in turn related to the total
leaf area index (LAI) within the grid cell (averaged
over all vegetation types in the cell): Lawrence et al.
(2007) demonstrated that LE is nonlinearly de-
pendent on LAI, with differences in grid cell–averaged
LAI between 5 and 4m2m22 and between 3.5 and
2.5m2m22 corresponding to evapotranspiration differ-
ences of 20.8 and 20.4mmday21, respectively. The
LAI is derived using Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite imagery and is
part of the default input datasets of the Community
LandModel (Lawrence and Chase 2007). It is spatially
varying, with lower values near the Atlantic coast and
eastern forest borders, regions that are consequently less
sensitive to forest removal and thus have a lower tem-
perature increase. The relation between dTg, deforestation
intensity, and LAI (Fig. 8) indicates that a deforestation
intensity of 30% yields an increase in Tg of about 0.98C
with a LAI of 4–5m2m22, and about 0.38C with a LAI of
3m2m22.
Temperature increase is larger in the relatively dry
seasons [December–February (DJF) and JJA] com-
pared to the wet seasons (MAM and SON), caused by
temporal changes in evapotranspiration. Transpira-
tion loss dominates the decrease in latent heat flux
and plays a relatively larger role during the dry sea-
son, when moisture uptake from the soil reservoir is
constrained by root depth, while the abundance of
water supply in the wet season partly compensates the
decrease (or even absence) of deep rain forest roots.
Additionally, the relative soil water stress during the
dry season slightly limits the increase in bare soil
evaporation. This seasonal behavior is extensively
observed (Bonan 2002; Gash and Nobre 1997), simu-
lated (Silva et al. 2006), and well captured by our simu-
lations (not shown).
FIG. 7. Difference of 20-yr mean ground surface temperature
(8C) (a) between FGD and FGR simulations indicating the impact
of deforestation, (b) between FGR and PGR simulations indica-
ting the impact of GHG, and (c) between FGD and PGR simula-
tions indicating the total impact. Significance on the 1% level is
indicated by the green contours. For clarity, color scales are dif-
ferent between (a) and (b),(c). For ease of comparison, the scale
used in (a) is the same as the one used in Fig. 8.
TABLE 3. Impact of deforestation and GHG warming on dif-
ferent climatological variables. DEF is the impact of deforestation
(FGD minus FGR) and GHG is the impact of increased green-
house gas concentrations (FGR minus PGR).
Physical quantity (units)
Region A* Region B**
DEF GHG DEF GHG
Ground surface temperature (8C) 0.65 1.47 0.77 1.49
Latent heat flux (Wm22) 25.63 20.69 27.08 20.71
Net SW radiation, surface (Wm22) 21.61 21.23 22.79 21.36
Sensible heat flux (Wm22) 2.80 2.50 3.22 2.56
Net LW radiation, surface (Wm22) 21.34 2.96 21.26 3.09
Sea level pressure (Pa) 23.57 29.37 25.88 20.82
Precipitation (%) 22.60 23.14 23.38 27.22
*All grid cells affected by the deforestation scenario (with at least
1% deforestation).
**Grid cells within Mongala and Equateur.
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2) PRECIPITATION
As a result of deforestation, modeled precipitation
decreases on average by 2.6% in the deforested grid cells
and by 3.4% in Mongala and Equateur (Table 3).
However, the spatial pattern of change in precipitation
is different from the change in Tg and less correlated
with the deforestation intensity. This implies that not
only changes in evapotranspiration, but also changes in
circulation induced by deforestation play a dominant
role in redistributing precipitation, similar to Nogherotto
et al. (2013) and Spracklen et al. (2012). In particular
over the coastal deforestation hot spots (Republic of the
Congo,Gabon, andCameroon), changes in precipitation
extend beyond the deforested areas due to both the
monsoon circulation and a deforestation-induced in-
crease in moisture advection from overseas (Figs. 2c and
10b). In contrast, a consistent local precipitation decrease
is projected for the deforestation hotspots in and around
Mongala and Equateur, given the limited influence of
synoptic-scale circulation compared to the coastal hot-
spots, and because deforestation induces a heat low in this
region (see below), which further inhibits air transport
out of the deforested area.
The response of the atmospheric column to defores-
tation is investigated by means of zonal mean defores-
tation impact within the cross section region (CRSS;
Fig. 1). The atmospheric temperature increase is cen-
tered above the region where most deforestation occurs
and extends to about 1-km height (Fig. 9a). Average
annual temperature increases from around 0.58C (lower
atmosphere) to 0.18C (785-m height). A regional heat
low develops due to this warming, with negative anomalies
of about 26 Pa at the surface and about 21Pa aloft
(Fig. 9b). The heat low induces near-surface convergence
by which the available moisture is dynamically redis-
tributed (Figs. 9c,d): the net result is a regional drying
below 700m by dry air advection and wetting between
1000 and 2200m by moist air advection. The increase in
moisture above 1-km height causes a stabilization of the
atmospheric column, reflected by an increased equiva-
lent potential temperature ue at those levels (Fig. 9e):
ue5
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where Ly is the latent heat of evaporation (J kg
21), Cp is
the specific heat capacity of air (1005 J kg21K21), qy is
the specific humidity (kgkg21), p0 is the standard refer-
ence pressure (1000hPa), and p is the surface air pressure
(hPa).Note that ue at lower levels is only slightlymodified
since the effect of decreased humidity (Fig. 9d) is com-
pensated by the effect of increased temperature (Fig. 9a).
The stabilization of the air results in a decrease in
upward convective mass flux (Fig. 10a), less intense
convection, and consequently less rainfall (Fig. 10b). In
the core area of the heat low, precipitation decreases of
5%–10% are projected.
c. Decomposing deforestation-induced temperature
change
A detailed analysis of the causes for the temperature
response to deforestation is performed for a year that
was representative for the long-term average. An over-
view of the net changes in the main components of the
energy balance is provided in Figs. 11a and 11c. The
decrease in net shortwave radiation (dSWnet) is mainly
caused by the increased albedo of successional vegeta-
tion. In the deforested case, evapotranspiration (LE) is
lower and net sensible heat flux (H) is higher, indicating
a different way of releasing the available energy at the
surface.
The net impact of deforestation on surface tempera-
ture is decomposed and attributed to direct contribu-
tions of modified biophysical processes (such as surface
reflection and evapotranspiration) and indirect contri-
butions resulting from atmospheric feedbacks. A com-
mon approach for such decomposition is the comparison
of multiple model integrations, each having one modi-
fied parameter of the successional vegetation. For in-
stance, Davin and de Noblet-Ducoudre (2010) separated
the radiative and nonradiative forcing of deforestation on
temperature by comparing a model integration in which
only the albedo of the forest was changed with a model
integration in which all forest parameters were changed.
FIG. 8. Dependency of 20-yr mean change in ground surface
temperature (8C) on deforestation intensity and LAI for all grid
cells affected by the deforestation scenario. For ease of compari-
son, the color scale is the same as the one used in Fig. 7a.
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The disadvantage of this approach is that a separate
model integration is necessary for every parameter for
which the forcing is quantified. Furthermore, param-
eters in complex models are used in different ways; for
example, the leaf area index in the Community Land
Model is used for the calculation of surface albedo as
well as for evapotranspiration (Oleson et al. 2004),
complicating the quantification of their individual
forcing. Therefore in this study, the surface tempera-
ture is decomposed a posteriori in terms associated
with the different components of the energy balance,
using a method adapted from Jammet et al. (2012),
which was in turn adapted and extended from Juang
et al. (2007).
The net increase in outgoing energy flux, and hence
temperature, can be theorized fromEq. (1) as 4sT3s dTs:
this is the first-order derivative of the left-hand side in
Eq. (1), from which dTs can be derived by solving the
derivative of the equation’s right-hand side (Jammet
et al. 2012). The surface temperature term Ts should be
specified to canopy top temperature Tc, since it is the
temperature at which the soil–vegetation complex emits
LW radiation to the atmosphere. Note that the impact of
deforestation on ground temperature Tg is higher, as
canopy thickness and hence shading decreases. The
breakdown of dH into dHres and dHtmp is added in
comparison to Jammet et al. (2012):
dTc5
1
4sT3c
[2SWida1 (12a)dSWi1 dLWi
2 dLE1 dHres2 dHtmp2 dG2sT
4
c d] , (3)
where a is the surface albedo, dHres is the partial change
in H due to a modified aerodynamic resistance, and
dHtmp is the partial change in H due to a modified
temperature gradient. Most terms in Eq. (3) are calcu-
lated by subtracting reference from deforested quanti-
ties (FGD minus FGR) except the partial changes in
sensible heat flux, since H is only provided as a net
quantity, as given by Oleson et al. (2004):
FIG. 9. Zonal mean vertical cross section for the region CRSS (Fig. 1) of the 20-yr (2041–60) mean change resulting from deforestation
(FGD minus FGR) for (a) temperature (8C), (b) pressure change (Pa), (d) specific humidity (g kg21) due to heat low–induced net
convergence at lower levels, as indicated by arrows, and (e) ue (8C) with the dashed purple line indicating the mean convective cloud-base
height. Significance at the 1% level is indicated by the dark green contours. (c) Reference climatology of specific humidity (g kg21) in FGR
with zonal mean circulation climatology.
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H52ratmCp
(uatm2Tc)
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, (4)
where ratm is the mass density of air and rah is the
aerodynamic resistance to sensible heat transfer. The
value of dHres is then derived by recalculating the hourly
model output by which rah is taken from the deforested
model run (FGD) but the canopy and atmospheric
temperature are taken unmodified from the reference
run (FGR). The difference between dH and dHres is the
flux component caused by changes in the vertical tem-
perature gradient dHtmp.
The different terms in Eq. (3) represent individual
contributing forcings on canopy temperature and are
expressed in kelvin. The parameters and flux compo-
nents responsible for these forcings are shown with their
corresponding forcing in Figs. 11b and 11d.
Successional vegetation is brighter and therefore re-
flects more incoming radiation, resulting in a negative
contribution to dTc from changing albedo (a; Figs. 11b,d).
Its cooling impact is small (20.258C) and not decisive in
defining the sign of the net temperature change. The
lower roughness length of successional vegetation in-
creases aerodynamic resistance, slows down heat trans-
fer away from the canopy, and hence corresponds to
a positive contribution of about11.358C (Hres; Figs. 11b,d).
A decrease in evapotranspiration and hence latent
cooling yields a positive contribution to dTc of 11–
1.258C (LE; Figs. 11b,d). This is caused by various pa-
rameter changes of successional vegetation, being lower
roughness length, root depth, leaf and stem area index,
and stomatal conductance. The impact of evapotrans-
piration includes indirect feedbacks since latent heat of
vaporization and air saturation are partly dependent on
temperature, which makes it impossible to separate
between direct (biophysical) and indirect (feedback)
components of LE. Its impact on temperature is slightly
lower compared to the direct impact of dHres, but domi-
nant when compared to the net dH. The impact resulting
from the changing surface emissivity  is of marginal
importance (Figs. 11b,d).
An increased temperature gradient between canopy
top and atmosphere is created due to the abovementioned
direct biogeophysical forcings. This induces a strong up-
ward sensible heat flux, transporting part of the local heat
increase to the atmosphere (therewith acting as a negative
feedback) and thus indirectly cooling the canopy by
around 21.858C (Htmp; Figs. 11b,d). A large difference
can be noticed between the two counteracting compo-
nents of sensible heat (Figs. 11b,d), from which the net
effect is a cooling of20.58C.The contribution of changing
incoming solar radiation (SWi; Figs. 11b,d) is mostly a re-
sult of the indirect feedback of modified cloud cover. This
component is only of significance when considering the
districts Mongala and Equateur, where increasing cloud
cover reduces SWi and hence acts as a negative feedback
(20.28C). Over the entire area affected by deforestation,
cloud cover is not significantly altered and hence the im-
pact on dTc is negligible. The increase of downward LW
radiation emitted by the atmosphere is caused by the at-
mospheric temperature, which is increased mainly due to
the larger sensible heat flux. Additionally, cloud cover
plays a role since it furthermore enhances downward LW
radiation. Together, dLWi contributes 10.258–0.48C to
the net change in canopy temperature (LWi; Figs. 11b,d).
Finally, the impact of G is not significant (Figs. 11b,d).
All contributions to dTc add up to 0.498 and 0.608C, for
all areas affected by deforestation and for the districts
FIG. 10. Plan-view 20-yr (2041–60) mean change resulting from deforestation (FGD minus FGR) for (a) convective mass flux density
change at cloud-base height (kgm22 s21) and (b) precipitation change (%). Significance on the 1% level is indicated by the green contours.
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Mongala and Equateur, respectively. Warming of the
ground surface (dTg) is higher because of decreased
canopy shading (0.698 and 0.858C, respectively). It is
typically about 41% higher compared to dTc, a pro-
portion that, however, depends on the characteristics of
the replacement vegetation (e.g., it would be larger
when replacing forest with grass only).
5. Discussion
The response of surface climate to deforestation
and greenhouse gas emissions has been studied with
the intention of enhancing realism compared to pre-
ceding impact studies. In the region affected by de-
forestation, average regional ground surface warming
of 10.78C is projected as a result of forest removal,
with local hot spots up to 11.258C. This is lower com-
pared to most of similar preceding studies, for example,
12.58 (Polcher and Laval 1994), 11.88 (Varej~ao-Silva
et al. 1998), 158 (Semazzi and Song 2001), 118–38
(Osborne et al. 2004), 128–38 (Gibbard et al. 2005),
118–38 (Findell et al. 2006), 118–1.58 (Paeth et al.
2009), and 128–48C (Nogherotto et al. 2013). Within
this study, the initial rain forest was replaced by re-
alistic successional vegetation, and therefore its cor-
responding properties are typically in between those
from the original rain forest and those from grass or
bare soil. Since deforestation scenarios used in pre-
ceding impact studies often consist of total forest re-
moval and replacement by grass or bare soil, the
modeled impact on surface climate is consequently
larger than found in this study. For precipitation, a
wide range of projections exists: 13.4% (Polcher and
Laval 1994),210% (Varej~ao-Silva et al. 1998),210%
(Semazzi and Song 2001), from28% to216% (Osborne
et al. 2004), from 210% to 216% (Paeth et al. 2009),
and from 230% to 250% (Nogherotto et al. 2013);
most of them agree on the fact that deforestation
forces a regional decrease in precipitation. Again, our
study is at the lower part of these estimates, likely
a result of the smaller scenario forcing exerted on the
reference vegetation.
FIG. 11. Deforestation-induced change in surface energy balance components being SWnet, LWnet, LE, H, and G
for (a) all grid cells affected by deforestation and (c) for districts Mongala and Equateur. Individual direct and
indirect forcings contributing to dTc [Eq. (3)] are shown for (b) all grid cells affected by deforestation and (d) for
districts Mongala and Equateur. Each forcing is indicated by their corresponding responsible parameter or flux
component, with a indicating the forcing caused by a changing albedo, SWi by changing incoming shortwave radi-
ation, LWi by changing incoming longwave radiation, LE by changing evapotranspiration,Hres by changing sensible
heat flux due to modified aerodynamic resistance,Htmp by changing sensible heat flux due to temperature gradient,
G by changing ground heat flux, and  by changing emissivity.
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a. Implications
Even though our results indicate somewhat smaller
sensitivity than previously thought, the impact on the
ecosystem is still expected to be severe. Tropical animal
species are more vulnerable to regional ground surface
warming compared to the midlatitudes, in particular
ectothermal animals such as amphibians, reptiles, in-
sects, and fish (Deutsch et al. 2008): species specialized
with respect to temperature (little acclimation capacity),
species living in warm habitats (disproportionally suf-
fering from relatively small temperature increases), and
species living in nonseasonal climates (no likely changes
in behavior and physiology for self-protection) can
typically be found in tropical regions (Tewksbury et al.
2008). Local to regional surface warming projected in
this study reaches 38C, which is enough to cause a sig-
nificant displacement between the actual and physio-
logically optimal temperature. For nonectothermal
species such as birds, regional warming potentially en-
dangers entire populations in lowland rain forests; poor
dispersers (such as the Congo peafowl) are threatened
since they are less likely to move to better climatic con-
ditions (Sekercioglu et al. 2012), especially given the large
distances to potential refuge regions in the Congo basin
lowlands (Wright et al. 2009). Other animals such as
mammals (and hence ultimately local human societies)
are physiologically less vulnerable to regional surface
warming, but suffer indirectly since they are dependent
on the directly threatened bottom layers of the food web.
The effect of the regional decrease in precipitation is
difficult to quantify; for instance, the balance between
this decrease and increased soil exposure determines the
sign and magnitude of changing potential erosion rates,
which is important in the early growing season. The
projections indicate no serious threat for the main sub-
sistence crop used in the Congo basin (cassava), since
precipitation decrease is relatively small (5%–10%) and
the crops itself are flexible to these climatic shifts
(Ceballos et al. 2011). For other crops (e.g., maize and
rice) and plantation yields (e.g., palm nuts), these rain-
fall changes could be implemented in crop yield models
from which the potential threat level can be inferred for
each individual species.
b. Applied scenarios
Several estimates of future deforestation have been
published during the past decades, together constituting
a range of plausible future forest losses. Most recent
examples are the harmonized land use scenarios of
Hurtt et al. (2011), consisting of four different trajecto-
ries for future land cover on a global grid and used in
phase 5 of the Climate Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5; see, e.g., Jones et al. 2011; Dufresne et al.
2013). Although being the current state of the art for
large-scale global impact studies, the coarse resolution
limits their application to GCM studies, and hence they
are not suitable for our purposes. Given its spatially
explicit character, the use of high-resolution input data,
and the inclusion of small-scale processes, we opted for
the regional scenario of Justice et al. (2001) adjusted
using ‘‘business-as-usual’’ deforestation rates, which typi-
cally result in an intermediate projection of forest loss
compared to, say, mitigation or expansion scenarios
(Wright 2010). Indeed, relative to the four representa-
tive concentration pathway (RCP) scenarios discussed
inHurtt et al. (2011), our estimated total amount of forest
loss by 2050 (216%) takes an intermediate position but
tendingmore to theRCP4.5 andRCP6.0 scenarios, which
have moderate emissions (but lower deforestation rates).
Although the deforestation we adopted and the emis-
sion scenario A1B are not explicitly related, both sce-
narios are nonetheless compatible given the shared
socioeconomic assumptions of the respective driving
algorithms. For instance, both assume (i) a market-
oriented regulation of human–environment interactions,
(ii) the absence of a coordinated environmental impact
mitigation strategy, and (iii) an intermediate position
within the spread of projected impact (i.e., both scenarios
do not tend toward high or low extreme projections), and,
finally, both scenarios assume (iv) roughly similar pop-
ulation sizes for the coming decades, although growth
rates diverge after 2040. Although these scenarios are the
best currently available, we believe that a future joint
effort is required to link global-scale RCP scenarios to
high-resolution, spatially explicit regional deforestation
scenarios.
6. Conclusions
The possible impact of deforestation on the regional
climate has been studied during the last two decades
using global or regional climate models with a wide
range of scenarios, resolutions, deforestation estimates,
land surface complexity, and replacement vegetation.
Although some of the studies made considerable efforts
to enhance the realism of their simulations, none of
them combined all the following key elements: a spa-
tially explicit deforestation scenario, a corresponding
fine model grid resolution, a plausible estimate of total
rain forest removal, a state-of-the-art SVAT scheme,
and finally a realistic replacement of rain forest with
successional vegetation. This study incorporates all those
elements and therefore aims to quantify and understand
the future climatological impact of deforestation using
realistic simulations.
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An evaluation of the RCM, driven by ERA-Interim,
shows an adequate representation of precipitation and
temperature: the most important spatial patterns are
captured by the model, and the phase and amplitude
of the mean annual cycle are similar to observations.
However, when driven by theGCMboundary conditions,
precipitation is overestimated, which is a result of surface
waters that are too warm in ECHAM5. Mean annual
cycles of cloud cover, precipitable water, evapotranspi-
ration, and longwave and shortwave components of the
energy balance are mostly simulated within the margins
of observation uncertainty.
Deforestation results in a modeled ground surface
warming of about 0.78C, with local hot spots of up to
1.258C warming (in addition to the more uniformly dis-
tributed temperature increase due to increased GHG
concentrations). The temperature increase is directly
related to deforestation intensity and initial leaf area
index, and hence has a clear spatial pattern related to
those two explaining factors. The impact of deforestation
on surface temperature is about half the greenhouse
gas–induced surface warming in this region, given the
medium SRESA1B scenario forcing and using ECHAM5
boundary conditions. Spatial patterns of change in pre-
cipitation are less clear: a large concentration of forest
removal and hence regional warming is necessary to
develop a significant heat low, which is the case for
a large core area in DR Congo. The resulting surface
convergence redistributes moisture in the boundary
layer, thereby stabilizing the atmosphere and reducing
convection intensity and hence decreasing precipitation
amounts by about 5%–10% in this region.
Finally, the warming signal at the canopy top is
decomposed into individual contributions. Increased
albedo has a minor cooling impact (20.258C), which is
largely compensated by the decreased evapotranspi-
ration (responsible for 118–1.258C). The resulting en-
ergy excess is about equally divided between an
increased sensible heat flux to the atmosphere and
a localized heating resulting in increasing outgoing
longwave radiation.
Although this study has been done with greatest care
for achieving realism and maximum use of existing
knowledge and currently available technology, several
possible improvements for further research can be men-
tioned. Next-generation computer architectures will al-
low long-term simulations for the same model domain
size (encompassing the entire rain forest) with much
more detail, allowing for explicit resolving of moist con-
vection instead of its gridscale parameterization that was
used in this study (Tiedtke 1989). Similarly, more and
finer deforestation scenarios are needed in order to keep
pace with the increasing resolution of climate models.
Especially for the central African rain forest such sce-
narios are needed.
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APPENDIX A
Remapping of the Original Scenario
The initial forest areas in COSMO-CLM2 and Justice
et al. (2001) are 1 868 089 and 1 839660 km2, respectively,
which are very similar. The COSMO-CLM2 model grid
has a resolution of 0.228. However, the scenario of Justice
et al. (2001) has a native resolution of 0.108, from which
every deforested grid cell is assigned a value of 1 while
the untouched grid cells have a value of 0 (Fig. A1a).
The scenario is projected to the 0.228 grid while con-
serving the total sum (of deforested surface area). The
new grid cells of the remapped scenario will have values
ranging between 0 and 1 (0%–100%), depending on the
proportion of original deforested pixels within each
new 0.228 grid cell (Figs. A1a,b).
APPENDIX B
Modification of Deforestation Amount
According to the original scenario of Justice et al.
(2001), about 30% of the forest (or 571 975 km2) would
be removed by 2050 (Fig. A1b; Table 2). This proportion
will be referred to as r, and is mentioned at the top of
Figs. A1a and A1b.
Our study intends to complement existing studies in
which all forest is removed by using a plausible estimate
of future forest loss. Because of the lack of computational
resources to explore the full range of plausible scenarios,
and analogous to our choice of the SRES A1B scenario,
a single moderate scenario is chosen. Our approach is
based on a continuation of existing deforestation trends
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in the future, which typically results in an intermediate
projection of forest loss compared to, for instance, mit-
igation or expansion scenarios (Wright 2010). The
business-as-usual model calculates the relative amount
of present-day forest that will be removed by 2050
(r; Wright 2010). It requires time span y and net annual
deforestation rate (NADR):
r5 1002 100[(12NADR)y] . (B1)
On average, a present-day NADR of 0.35% (0.0035)
is estimated for the Congo basin (Table 2). When using
a time span from 2000 to 2050 (50 yr), Eq. (B1) results in
about 16% of present-day forest to be removed by 2050,
or 308 152 km2. This is significantly less than the 31%
from Justice et al. (2001), showing the need for an ad-
justment. Although useful as a projection of the spatial
extent, the original scenario is likely a worst-case sce-
nario. Similarly, because of the binary nature of the
scenario, it is assumed that each postclearing deforested
pixel of 10 3 10km2 (0.108) is completely forest-free:
however, often smaller patches of primary forest remain
intact because of local topography or soil conditions.
Therefore, we applied a scale factor to adjust the
scenario of Justice et al. (2001) to a more conservative
assumption: each ‘‘deforested’’ pixel remains partly
forested, in such a way that the proportion of initial
forest which is removed by 2050 (r 5 16%; Fig. A1c).
The scale factor is simply calculated as the proportion of
the calculated r based on literature to the scenario-based
r, being 16.1% divided by 30.6% or 0.53. The deforested
amount in every pixel is then multiplied by this scale
factor in order to obtain a total deforestation amount in
agreement with currently estimated deforestation rates
and a business-as-usual scenario (Fig. A1c). Compared
to the global land cover projections of Hurtt et al. (2011)
related to four RCPs, our regional scenario takes an
intermediate position between the low and high ex-
tremes (not shown).
The reprojected and adjusted scenario (Fig. 2c) is then
imposed on the initial (present-day) land cover map of
COSMO-CLM2 by subtracting it from the existing pri-
mary forest amounts (Figs. A1d,e). The resulting map of
primary forest in COSMO-CLM2 is shown in Fig. 2b.
APPENDIX C
Creation of New Vegetation Types
Information about successional vegetation is taken
from Akkermans et al. (2013), reporting the following
areal proportions of successional vegetation observed
after deforestation in the Congo basin: 5% bare soil,
22% crops, 9% grass, 33% forest regrowth, and 30%
young secondary forest. Forest regrowth and secondary
forest are not by default included in COSMO-CLM2;
hence, their parameters were added to the original
model.
The structural phenology of young secondary forest
(e.g., root distribution, roughness length, leaf/stem
orientation, and stem area index) is significantly dif-
ferent from the evergreen primary forest and more
similar to the deciduous woodlands typically bordering
the equatorial rain forest. Hence these parameters are
taken from the existing vegetation type broadleaf de-
ciduous tropical forest. On the other hand, the ever-
green characteristics (e.g., canopy seasonality, leaf
longevity, and fire resistance) and physiology (e.g., soil
water potential and nitrogen limitation) are more di-
rectly related to the existing rain forest vegetation
type. Based on observations, the absolute LAI is cal-
culated as 51% of the rain forest LAI (Akkermans
et al. 2013).
FIG. A1. Conceptual overview of the methodology. (a) Future
deforestation scenario as published by Justice et al. (2001) with
0.108 resolution: ‘‘1’’ represents a deforested grid cell. (b) Scenario
conservatively remapped to the climate model grid with 0.228 res-
olution: the values are area-weighted averages. (c) Remapped
scenario adjusted with a scale factor (0.53) in order to obtain more
realistic total deforestation proportion r of 16%, instead of 30%.
(d) Hypothetical present-day land cover of COSMO-CLM2; green
is forest and yellow is nonforest. (e) Implementation of the future
deforestation scenario in COSMO-CLM2; gray is replacement
vegetation.
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Forest regrowth is an intermediate vegetation stage
with mixed characteristics of the preceding and following
fallow stages (grass and young secondary forest). There-
fore, its areal proportion is equally split and allocated to
those two vegetation types (Akkermans et al. 2013).
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